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THE CULTIVATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL IMAGINATION
Theorists in education sometimes imagine that a good teacher
should not allow the work of his class to become mechanical at
all. A year or two of practical work in a school (especially with
examinations looming ahead) cures one of all such delusions.
Education involves not only teaching, but also training. Training
implies that work shall become mechanical; Teaching involves
preventing mechanicalness from reaching a degree fatal to
progress. We must therefore allow much of the actual work to
be done in a mechanical manner, without direct consciousness
of its meaning; an intelligent teacher will occasionally rouse his
pupils to full consciousness of what they are doing; and if he can
do so without producing confusion he may be complimented
and his class congratulated. We teach laws of curves by
reference to certain straight lines--tangents, co-ordinates,...
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It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de

It is really an remarkable publication i actually have possibly study. It usually is not going to cost excessive. Its been
written in an exceedingly basic way and is particularly only right a er i finished reading this publication through
which basically transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr . B r ea na  O 'K on-- Dr . B r ea na  O 'K on
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